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The Plate Heat Exchanger (PHE) is one of the most efficient types of modern heat exchangers. Heat 

transfer enhancement is one of the main features of PHEs, and lower fouling tendencies render them 

even more advantages for the use in different applications. The effects on fouling accumulation rate of 

process parameters in PHE channels of intricate geometry are studied in this article. The asymptotic 

behavior of the water fouling on heat transfer surfaces is examined. The fouling accumulation rate is 

described as a difference between the fouling deposition term and the fouling removal term. On 

comparison with data for fouling on different heat transfer surfaces available in literature it is shown 

that asymptotic fouling thermal resistance inversely proportional to wall shear stress. The 

proportionality coefficient in this relation is determined for a number of considered cases. To calculate 

the wall shear stress the equation for PHE channel main corrugated field is used, which accounts for 

corrugations geometrical parameters. It is shown that for given fouling properties of water this 

coefficient is constant and can be determined by monitoring fouling behavior of any item of heat 

exchangers working on specific enterprise. After that all other heat exchangers of that enterprise can 

be calculated using that data and developed Equation for accounting of fouling in their design. 

1. Introduction 

New challenges in efficient heat recuperation arise when integrating renewables, polygeneration and 

CHP units with traditional sources of heat in industry and the communal sector, as it is shown by 

Klemes et al. (2010). The Plate Heat Exchanger (PHE) is the one of most efficient types of modern 

heat exchange equipment, which satisfies this requirement. The design and operation principles of 

PHE are sufficiently well described elsewhere see e.g. Wang et al. (2007), Shah and Sekulić (2003), 

Tovazhnyansky et al. (2004). The heat transfer processes in this heat exchanger takes place in the 

channels of complex geometry formed by plates pressed from thin metal. The plates’ corrugation form 

influences strongly on heat and hydraulic behaviour of inter-plate channels; the effect is similar to that 

in enhanced tubes, see e.g. Kukulka et al. (2010), Wang et al. (2009). 

Analysing different methods for mitigation of water fouling Panchal and Knudsen (1998) characterized 

the use of enhanced heat transfer surfaces as one of the major categories. Heat transfer enhancement 

is one of the main features of PHEs and mitigation of fouling render even more advantages to the use 

of this type of heat transfer equipment in different applications at process industries. To define 

operation limits and optimal design of PHE to minimize fouling we need to estimate the effects on 

fouling accumulation rate of process parameters in PHE channels of intricate geometry.  
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To select heat exchanger for cooling of process fluid design engineer must strictly satisfy thermal and 

hydraulic conditions on the process side. The initial temperature of cooling water as well as its quality 

also cannot be influenced by designer. These parameters are the same for any type of heat exchanger 

which can be utilized on this process position – tubular, different kinds of PHEs or others. In general 

case we can vary the flow rate and hence the outlet temperature of cooling water, but it is also 

frequently strictly specified due to constraints of a whole cooling system of the enterprise. Only internal 

parameters of PHE construction can be varied, like number, size and corrugation pattern of plates, 

streams passes numbers. It can lead to different channel geometries, flow velocities and wall 

temperatures inside the heat exchanger. Therefore the influence of these parameters has primary 

importance for prediction of fouling accumulation rate and its control. 

As it is pointed out for tubular heat exchangers in TEMA standards (2007), currently five different types 

of fouling mechanisms are recognized: 

 Precipitation 

 Particulate 

 Chemical reaction 

 Corrosion 

 Biological 

The mitigation of corrosion fouling in PHEs can be achieved by using appropriate corrosion resistant 

steels, which can be much more economical than in shell and tubes due to much smaller surface area 

for the same conditions and thinner walls of plates, down to 0.5 – 0.3 mm. Most of the models 

describing the other fouling mechanisms are based on prediction of fouling accumulation rate as a 

difference between fouling deposition term φd and fouling removal term φr: 

d r

d

dt


   ,          (1) 

where δ – fouling thickness, mm; t – time, s. 

When φd equal φr the layer of deposits not grow. It is possible in two ways: a) The removal is stronger 

than the adhesion of fouling to the wall surface, only after some threshold conditions the fouling 

accumulation can start, as shown by Yang and Crittenden (2012); b) The removal rate is directly 

proportional to thickness of deposits δ, or deposition rate is inversely proportional to δ. In this case 

after some time t
*
 the deposition thickness is stabilizing to certain asymptotic value δ

*
. 

2. Asymptotic values of fouling thermal resistance 

The asymptotic behavior of water fouling on heat transfer surfaces was observed by many researchers, 

see Panchal and Knudsen (1998). It happens usually after stream velocity reach significant enough 

values, which ensure certain level of shear stress τw on the wall. Let’s assume, that at asymptotic 

fouling conditions all effects contributing to fouling grows are accounted for by deposition term φd
*
 and 

all mitigation effects are accounted by removal term φr
*
. Another assumption we made is that φr

*
 

proportional to shear stress on the wall in certain power m and deposit thickness δ
*
: 

* *m

r wb      ,          (2) 

where b is proportionality coefficient, [1/(Pa·s)]. 

When the deposition thickness reach asymptotic value, its time derivative equal to zero and from Eq. 1 

follows: 

* * / ( )m

d wb             (3) 

Then the asymptotic value of fouling thermal resistance, knowing the fouling deposit thermal 

conductivity λf , can be expressed as: 

* * m

f wR B    ,          (4) 

where B
*
 = φd

*
/(b

*
· λf

*
). 

 

The comprehensive study of particulate water fouling in PHE channels was reported by Karabelas et 

al, (1997). The experiments were made for PHE channels formed by commercial plates with 
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corrugation inclination angle 60
o
 and 30

o
. The asymptotic behavior with a time of fouling thermal 

resistance was observed, as well as strong influence of flow velocity. 

We have estimated wall shear stress on a main corrugated field of inter-plate channels using Equation: 

2 / 8w s w                (5) 

The friction factor of total pressure losses (due to friction on the wall and form drag) calculated using 

formula proposed in paper by Arsenyeva et al. (2011). The share of friction losses ψ estimated by 

Equation proposed in paper by Kapustenko et al. (2011): 

 
1.75

380/ ( )A tg  ; at  Re>A   
0.15 sin( )

Re
A




 

 ; at  Re≤A   ψ=1.    (6) 

Here β – the corrugation inclination angle to plate longitudinal axis. The Reynolds number Re is 

calculated for velocities presented in paper by Karabelas et al, (1997), water properties at temperature 

40 
o
C and equivalent diameter De = 0.005 mm. The corrugation aspect ratio assumed as γ = 0.581. 

The experimental data on fouling from that paper are plotted against wall shear stress in Figure1. The 

influence of wall shear stress on asymptotic thermal resistance of fouling is distinctly seen. Data 

correlated by Eq. 4 with m=1 and B
*
=3.5·10

-4
 K·s/m (solid line in Figure 1). For wall shear stress higher 

than 40 Pa, thermal resistance becomes very small (less than 10
-5

 m
2
K/W) and data unstable. 

The process of calcium sulfate fouling in PHEs was investigated by Bansal et al. (2000, 2008) on a 

PHE made from commercial plates with chevron corrugations. The corrugations inclination angle β = 

60°. To investigate velocity effect there are three experimental runs with velocities 0.183 m/s, 0.352 

m/s and 0.667 m/s. All other conditions were the same. We have estimated wall shear stresses using 

Eq. 5 and Eq.6, as described above. For water temperature 61oC, De=0.005 mm, γ = 0.581. Two 

points on Figure 1 correspond to fouling thermal resistances at the end of runs (after 7,000 min), 

velocities 0.352 m/s and 0.667 m/s. The test run at lowest velocity finished after only 2,000 min and do 

not permit to estimate Rf*. Data correlated by Eq. 4 with m=1 and B*=2.05∙10
-4

 K∙s/m. 

The fouling process of calcium carbonate on the surface of inner tube in annulus channel was 

investigated experimentally by Zhenhua et al. (2008). There two test runs at velocities 0.6 and 1.2 m/s 

with all other conditions the same. Estimating wall shear stress as for smooth annular duct, these data 

are presented in Figure 1. They are correlated by Eq. 4 with  m=1 and B*=1.45∙10
-4

 K∙s/m. 

All mentioned investigations were performed in laboratory conditions on small PHEs or experimental 

models of channel. The experimental study of precipitation fouling in industrial PHE for fresh water 

heating was reported by Chernyshov (2002). Alfa Laval M10B PHE of 78 plates was installed in District 

Heating (DH) system of city Tula in Russia. This DH system had obsolete nowadays “open circuit” of 

hot water supply, where hot water is just taken from radiator circuit.  It required to heat fresh water to 

the temperatures of radiator circuit, much higher than in “closed radiator circuit” schemes.  Because of 

high salts content in fresh water (780 mg/L) and necessity to heat it to temperatures 60-63 °C and 

more, heat exchanger experienced severe fouling. The fouling depends strongly from temperature of 

the heated fresh water and hence from the position along the plate length. The data on average 

asymptotic fouling thermal resistance, reported by Chernyshov (2002) at three different flow velocities 

(from 0.26 m/s to 0.57 m/s), are presented on Figure 1. The fouling thermal resistance calculated from 

data on fouling thickness and the value of fouling thermal conductivity 1.03 m∙K/W. We have estimated 

wall shear stresses using Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, as described above. For water temperature 61 °C, 

De = 0.005 mm, γ = 0.581. Data correlated by Eq. 4 with  m=1 and B*=115∙10
-4

 K∙s/m. Slightly lower 

data for smallest velocity can be explained by relatively big fouling thickness (up to 0.8 mm) compare 

to plate spacing (2.5 mm). It leads to decrease of real cross section area for water flow, higher velocity 

and higher shear stress, than calculated for clean channel cross section.   
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Figure 1: The influence of wall shear stress on asymptotic value of fouling thermal resistance: 1 and 

line c – annular channel by Zhenhua et al. (2008); 2 and line d – PHE channel β=60
o
 by Chernyshov 

(2002); 3 and line a - PHE channel β=30
o
; 5 - PHE channel β=60

o 
by Karabelas et al, (1997); 4 and line 

b – PHE channel β=60
o
 by Bansal et al. (2000);   

The presented above data are obtained at four different conditions of water fouling. For the same level 

of wall shear stress the asymptotic values of fouling thermal resistance are much different. They 

depend on different factors: concentration, nature and size distribution of suspended particles; soluble 

salts concentration and different salts content; temperatures of water and the channel walls (see paper 

by Halalizadeh et al., 2000). But for the same water and temperature conditions the dependence of 

asymptotic fouling thermal resistance from wall shear stress is described by the same relation and is 

inversely proportional to wall shear stress.  Counting on the assumptions made on deriving Eq. 4 we 

can conclude that the removal term φr
*
 in Equation 1 is proportional to wall shear stress in power m=1. 

The determination of deposition term φd
*
 , at the conditions when asymptotic fouling  reached, is a very 

complicated task. A lot of parameters influence it. But for the big enterprise with certain water circuit the 

quality of the cooling water is the same for all coolers. In that case, when water asymptotic fouling in 

one heat exchanger can be determined, we can calculate the coefficient B
*
 in Eq. 4 and use this value 

to determine cooling water fouling for PHEs calculated for this enterprise on all other cooling positions. 

3. Discussion of the results 

Analyzing the results we can conclude that presented mathematical model is capable to predict 

asymptotic values of fouling thermal resistance for precipitation and particulate fouling. The model can 

be used for PHEs with enhanced heat transfer and also for straight channels without heat transfer 

intensification. It predicts the effects of wall shear stress, but the influence of salts concentrations and 

solid particles content and sizes is not accounted.  

The big industrial enterprises usually have quite a big numbers of heat exchangers, which are using 

water of the centralized cooling water circuit of the enterprise. The salts and solid particles contents in 

this water are the same for all heat exchangers. Therefore, by monitoring water side fouling 
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development in one heat exchanger (in PHE or inside tubes of tubular heat exchanger) we can 

estimate parameters B
*
. It will enable to account for cooling water fouling in all PHEs of this enterprise. 

For flows inside tubes and straight channels the calculation of wall shear stress is no problem, it can be 

made by formulas available in open literature. For PHEs the correlations for friction factor are usually 

proprietary by PHEs manufacturers. The important feature of the fouling prediction approach proposed 

here is that the wall shear stress is calculated based on Equations for friction factor on a main 

corrugated field of the PHE channel.  To use this Equations engineer must know only the geometrical 

characteristics of the main corrugated field of the plates – the corrugation angle to longitudinal plate 

axis β and corrugation aspect ratio γ, which can be measured on real plates.  

4. Conclusions  

The cooling water fouling in PHE channels have asymptotic character in time. When other fouling 

process conditions are equal, the asymptotic values of fouling thermal resistance are inversely 

proportional to wall shear stress. These phenomena for PHE channels, as also for straight channels 

and tubes, are similar in nature and can be described by the same empirical correlations. 

For certain cooling water circuit of a big industrial enterprise this parameter can be determined by data 

about fouling in one heat exchanger. After that the model can be used for prediction of asymptotic 

thermal resistance of cooling water fouling in all heat exchangers for this circuit. 

More experimental data are needed to estimate fouling thermal resistance just on a data of water purity 

and chemical content. By utilizing the proposed approach the data obtained for smooth channels can 

be used directly for PHEs and vice versa. 
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